Soaks up the water to quickly dry your vehicle without streaking

Smooth surface on one side and textured on the other for different drying style needs. Great to use on cars, trucks, motorcycles, boats, planes, animals, household surfaces and more! Does not leave lint behind.

NOTE: After first use, store damp Soaker™ in specially designed container.

READ BEFORE USE:

Prior to using the Soaker™, the product must be washed in warm water or washing machine using a liquid detergent. Do not use fabric softener, bleach or dry in a dryer. Immediately remove damp; proceed with using the product or placing back into its container.

It is ideal to not allow the Soaker™ to completely air dry. If you prefer to air dry your Soaker™, be aware that the product will become stiff when dry. When ready to use the Soaker™, re-wet with warm water to restore its soft texture. Do not try to pull apart or straighten the Soaker™ while it is dry, this may cause the product to crack.

When finished with using the Soaker™, rinse well with warm water, wring out and store damp in the Soaker™ container.

Washing the Soaker™ routinely will help keep it in prime condition and help to prevent odor.

Following these helpful hints will provide a long lasting drying accessory for all of your household, pet washing and garage needs.
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